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Synthesis of Dual-Mode Circuits Through Library Design, Gate Sizing, and Clock-Tree Optimization SANGMIN KIM, KAIST SEOKHYEONG KANG, UNIST YOUNGSOO SHIN, KAIST



A dual-mode circuit is a circuit that has two operating modes: a default high-performance mode at nominal voltage and a secondary low-performance near-threshold voltage (NTV) mode. A key problem that we address is to maximize NTV mode clock frequency. Some cells that are particularly slow in NTV mode are optimized through transistor sizing and stack removal; static noise margin of each gate is extracted and appended in a library so that function failures can be checked and removed during synthesis. A new gate-sizing algorithm is proposed that takes account of timing slacks at both modes. A new sensitivity measure is introduced for this purpose; binary search is then applied to find the maximum NTV mode frequency. Clock-tree synthesis is reformulated to minimize clock skew at both modes. This is motivated by the fact that the proportion of load-dependent delay along clock paths, as well as clock-path delays themselves, should be made equal. Experiments on some test circuits indicate that NTV mode clock period is reduced by 24%, on average; clock skew at NTV decreases by 13%, on average; and NTV mode energy-delay product is reduced by 20%, on average.
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51 1. INTRODUCTION



Near-threshold voltage (NTV) refers to 400-500mV, close to typical CMOS threshold voltage. A good energy-frequency trade-off is achieved at this voltage, that is, 10 times energy-efficiency gain with 10 times loss in frequency [Kaul et al. 2012]. A practical use of NTV operation is to adopt it as a low-power and low-performance secondary mode in addition to a high-performance nominal mode. For example, for a DSP processor for a digital camera [Seo et al. 2010], a nominal mode corresponds to 400MHz at 1V when video is recorded; NTV mode refers to 50MHz at 0.6V when a still picture is taken. This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korean government (MSIP) (No. 2015R1A2A2A01008037). This work was also supported by the 2015 Research Fund (No. 1.150121.01) of UNIST (Ulsan National Institute of Science & Technology). Authors’ addresses: S. Kim and Y. Shin, School of Electrical Engineering, KAIST, Daejeon 305-701, Korea; email: [email protected]; [email protected]; S. Kang, School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, UNIST, Ulsan 689-798, Korea; email: [email protected]. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies show this notice on the first page or initial screen of a display along with the full citation. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, to redistribute to lists, or to use any component of this work in other works requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Permissions may be requested from Publications Dept., ACM, Inc., 2 Penn Plaza, Suite 701, New York, NY 10121-0701 USA, fax +1 (212) 869-0481, or [email protected]. c 2016 ACM 1084-4309/2016/05-ART51 $15.00  DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2856032
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A dual-mode circuit is typically designed at nominal mode; the NTV mode frequency is then determined through timing analysis [Manuzzato et al. 2013] or a postmanufacturing test [Jain et al. 2012]. Some gates that are exceptionally slow in NTV mode may be deliberately dropped from a library so that a higher frequency can be expected at NTV [Pu et al. 2014]; an increase of NTV mode frequency by 4%–5% has been reported but at the cost of a 10% increase of area. Recent commercial tools support multiple-mode, multiple-corner optimization [Synopsys 2013b; Mentor Graphics 2013; Deokar and Patwardhan 2015]. For dualmode circuits that have a target nominal-mode frequency, this feature may be iteratively applied while the NTV mode frequency is adjusted. Runtime, however, is an issue in this case because even one multiple-mode optimization takes about 50% more runtime than conventional single-mode optimization. In this article, we attempt to increase NTV mode frequency by performing gate sizing to minimize negative slacks at both modes. We select gates to perform gate sizing using a sensitivity measure. Multiple-mode clock-tree synthesis has been proposed [Su et al. 2010], for which a goal is to minimize clock skew at more than one supply voltage. Adjustable delay buffers are used in the clock tree, and the synthesis assigns constant delay values to each buffer so that a different delay is loaded for each mode. An adjustable delay buffer, however, occupies a significant area, for example, about 5 times the area of a NAND2 gate. We propose optimizing a clock tree so that the proportion of load-dependent delay along clock paths is made equal. This, along with the conventional objective of balancing clock-path delays, helps us minimize clock skew of dual-mode circuits. 1.1. Contribution



Our main contributions in this article are as follows: —A standard cell library for dual-mode circuits that includes gates with lower NTV mode delay; some cells are optimized through transistor sizing and stack removal. The static noise margin (SNM) of each gate is extracted and appended in a library so that function failures can be checked and removed during synthesis. —A gate-sizing algorithm for dual-mode circuits to minimize negative slacks at both modes; a new sensitivity measure is introduced for this purpose. The NTV mode clock period is reduced by 24%, on average. —A clock-tree optimization algorithm for dual-mode circuits to minimize clock skew at both modes; we assert that the proportion of load-dependent delay, as well as clockpath delay itself, should be balanced across clock sinks. Clock skew at NTV mode decreases by 13%, on average. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our standard cell library to reduce NTV mode delay. Section 3 addresses gate sizing for dual-mode circuits, which attempts to find the maximum NTV mode frequency. Section 4 studies how the proportion of load-dependent delay should be balanced during clock-tree synthesis of dual-mode circuits. Experiment results are included in each section. We draw conclusions in Section 5. 2. LIBRARY DESIGN



Some cells that are particularly slow in NTV mode are optimized while their nominalmode delays are kept unchanged as much as possible. The SNM of each gate is extracted and appended in a library; it is utilized to remove functional failures while circuits are synthesized. 2.1. Optimization of NTV-Mode Delay



Figure 1 presents propagation delays of three gate types (INV, NAND2, and NOR2) in the nominal and NTV mode. Delay values in y-axis are average value of all ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Fig. 1. Nominal-mode and NTV-mode delay of INV, NAND2, and NOR2. For each gate type, one gate is sized to be fastest at nominal mode (Reference) and one is redesigned using transistor sizing to be fastest at NTV mode (Redesigned).



Fig. 2. Stack removal performed on OR3 gate. (a) Reference gate and (b) gate with reduced stack along with (c) NTV-mode delay from input A to output Z of each gate. Each stage delay of the gates are also represented.



input-to-output cell delays, including rising and falling cases. For each gate type, we set the transistor size of one gate to be fastest at nominal mode (Reference), and one gate to be fastest at NTV mode (Redesigned). With the cell redesign, NTV-mode delay of INV, NAND2, and NOR2 decreases by 2.4%, 3.0%, and 5.8%, respectively, with small delay increases in the nominal mode. There is previous research to reduce subthreshold voltage delay. Paul et al. [2004] change a doping concentration of transistors. The authors remove the doping that is not essential for subthreshold operations (halo implants and retrograde body doping). This reduces cell delay due to less junction capacitance. Liu et al. [2012] perform transistor sizing to balance nMOS and pMOS drain current at subthreshold voltage. The authors consider Vth variation by minimizing the mean current. To improve the cell delay in NTV mode, we redesign cells with (i) transistor sizing and (ii) stack removal. When sizing transistors, we set the sum of pMOS and nMOS width to be identical with the reference cell. This is to maintain the value of input capacitance. We also use energy-delay product as a constraint of the transistor sizing. Energy-delay product has been used to compare the energy efficiency of low-power techniques [Horowitz et al. 1994]. We set the energy-delay product of the reference cell as an upper bound to prevent the degradation of energy efficiency. To obtain the energydelay product, we measure propagation delay and average current of the cell during a time range. We define the transistor widths as parameters and perform parameter sweeps using SPICE to find the optimum transistor widths under the upper bound constraint. We also use stack removal, as described in Figure 2. Conventional two-stage gates, such as an OR3 gate, have been designed by setting the first stage as the inverted ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Fig. 3. NTV-mode propagation delay of gates with different numbers of stacked pMOS. Input is falling input.



function (NOR3) and the second stage as an inverter (Figure 2(a)). Instead of using the NOR3, we use a NOR2 gate and an inverter for the first stage, and a NAND2 gate in the second stage (Figure 2(b)). This stack removal reduces the number of series-connected transistors of the first stage from three to two. Figure 2(c) shows the NTV-mode delay of each gate; OR3 gate delay decreases significantly (18%) by reducing the number of stacked transistors. Figure 3 shows the NTV-mode delay for gates with different numbers of seriesconnected pMOS. NTV-mode delay increases with the number of series-connected transistors. When input A falls in Figure 2(a), large Vds causes large drain current at n1 . Because n2 and n3 have small Vds and cannot match the current, the voltage at source terminal of n1 temporarily drops (around 70mV in our experiments). This leads to smaller drain current at n1 , thus larger delay, especially at NTV. We perform stack removal using Boolean algebra laws. The first step in stack removal is to split the Boolean expression for the gate into balanced terms using the associative laws for AND and OR [Roth and Kinney 2009]. For example, we can divide a 4-input OR gate’s Boolean expression A+ B+ C + D into two 2-input OR expressions (A+ B) + (C + D), and a 5-input OR expression A+ B+ C + D + E into one 3-input OR expression and one 2-input OR expression ( A + B + C) + (D + E). The second step is to apply DeMorgan’s laws for the double complement of the expression. For a 4-input OR expression, the double complement would be (((A+ B) + (C + D)) ) or ((A+ B) (C + D) ) . We then take the expression and represent it using a CMOS logic. As a result, the stackremoved 4-input OR gate uses two NOR2 gates in the first stage and one NAND2 gate in the second stage. 2.2. Extraction of SNM



Functional failure occurs when the voltage at an input does not correspond to logic zero or one. SNM represents the minimum noise needed to corrupt an output voltage to be unrecognizable as a logic value. If the SNM has a negative value, functional failure will occur. Ickes et al. [2012] use the SNM to analyze functional failures of a gate library at NTV. The authors compare the output threshold voltages (VOL and VOH ) of each gate with the input threshold voltages (VI L and VI H ) for NOR3 and NAND3 gates, which are the gates with the worst case of VI L and VI H values, respectively. Gates that have functional failures are removed from the gate library. Although the method can guarantee a safe operation, it is a conservative approach since values of VI L, VI H , VOL, and VOH are different for each gate. Figure 4 shows two gate combinations with an identical fan-in gate. Ickes et al. [2012] would remove the X0.5 size INV gate from the gate library due to the small VOH . However, when a gate has a small VOH (large VOL), functional failure occurs only when a fan-out gate ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Fig. 4. Two gate combinations with an identical fan-in gate: (a) functional failure occurs and (b) functional failure does not occur for logic value one.



has a large VI H (small VI L) (Figure 4(a)), and does not occur for other fan-out gates (Figure 4(b)). To reduce the pessimism in Ickes et al. [2012], we consider the SNM for each gate. We first find VI L, VI H , VOL, and VOH of each gate. After a circuit is synthesized, we take the netlist and check the SNM for all gate pairs (a gate and corresponding fanout gate). When functional failures occur at the gate pairs, we fix the failures with a gate resizing. If a gate has a functional failure with only one fan-out gate, we upsize the fan-out gate to increase (decrease) the VI L (VI H ) of the fan-out gate. If a gate has functional failures with multiple fan-out gates, we upsize the gate. Since a delay change from the sizing is not considered, the gate sizing in our method can create timing violations. To fix the timing violations, we perform incremental optimization using a commercial tool. During the timing optimization, upsized gates in the gate resizing are preserved to prevent additional functional errors. We perform the gate resizing and timing optimization iteratively until there are no functional failures and timing violations. 2.3. Experimental Results



In our experiments, we use an industrial 28nm CMOS technology. We set Vdd of nominal mode and NTV mode to 0.9V and 0.5V, respectively. Optimization of NTV mode delay: We perform transistor sizing on cells that are exceptionally slow in NTV mode. We exclude cells for which we could not change transistor sizes without increasing the cell area. We have redesigned 53 standard cells, and added them into the original cell library. For the redesigned cells, we have reduced the cell delay in NTV mode by up to 18% (for AOI222 cell) and by 6%, on average. In nominal mode, the cell delay has increased only up to 3% (1.3%, on average). The power consumption does not change largely after transistor sizing. The dynamic power of transistor sizing cells decreases, on average, by 2% at NTV mode (increases 0.3% at nominal mode). We apply stack removal into 35 standard cells that have at least three stacked transistors. The stack removal requires additional stages and increases the cell delay for single-stage gates; for example, to reduce the stack height of a NAND3 gate, we need to use a NAND2 gate followed by an AND2 gate. Therefore, we do not redesign gates that consist of a single stage (e.g., NAND, NOR gate). With the stack removal for 35 standard cells, we have reduced the cell delay in NTV mode by 12%, on average, and by up to 28% for a X3 size OR3 cell. The main problem of stack removal is that redesigned cells have a larger cell area. For example, the cell area of a X1 size OR3 gate increases by 84% after applying the stack removal. The larger cell area increases leakage power and dynamic power, on average, 39% and 4% at NTV mode (also 39% and 6% at nominal mode), respectively. However, we are not attempting to completely replace the original cell library; we are adding redesigned cells into the library. The original cells have a smaller delay at nominal ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Benchmark # of gates 11855 9842 7214 12562 32649 4262 16816 8278 6724 7606 52172 16614



Area (um2 )



# of failures



Area inc. (%)



8483 7048 5184 6555 40301 4323 12965 8849 7556 8532 62178 13504



42 349 313 185 171 171 117 142 210 136 132 1690



0.1 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.2



mode as well as a smaller cell area compared to the redesigned cells. The cell library used in the following sections includes 197 original cells along with 88 redesigned cells. SNM extraction and its application: For all standard cells in the library, we obtain the VI H , VI L, VOH , and VOL of each cell. Karlsson et al. [2012] report that circuits using a synchronous clock have IR drops of maximum 100mV at NTV. Therefore, we conservatively lower the Vdd of NTV mode to 0.4V when we check functional failures. We have performed Monte Carlo simulations to consider process variations, and selected the maximum VI H and VOL and the minimum VI L and VOH from 1,000 trials. From the results, only 1,383 gate pairs result in functional failures, which are 1.7% of the total possible gate pairs. We check how many functional failures exist when circuits are synthesized with all standard cells in the library. We have evaluated our proposed method on 12 test circuits from open cores OpenCores [2009], ISCAS89 [1989], and ITC99 [1999] benchmarks. The first three columns of Table I show the circuit information. In Column 4, we report the total number of gate pairs that have a functional failure. Column 5 lists the area increased after all functional failures are fixed, which is 0.2%, on average. Note that, in some cases, the area does not increase after resizing; for example, gate resizing from X0.5 size to X1 size does not increase the area since both cells have the same number of transistors and the same cell layout width. Figure 5 shows the area increase of our proposed method (white bars), a reference method that upsizes all gates that may have functional failures without checking the fan-out gates (gray bars), and the method proposed by Ickes et al. [2012] (black bars). In the figure, the values are normalized to the area increase when all candidate gates are upsized. We implement Ickes et al. [2012] by removing 14 cells that have functional failures from the standard cell library. We see that our proposed method can reduce the area increase by 92%, on average, over the reference method and 87% compared with Ickes et al. [2012]. 3. GATE SIZING



In this section, we describe our gate-sizing method for dual-mode circuits. We first describe the dual-mode gate-sizing algorithm, then present a comparison of our gatesizing optimization versus that of a commercial tool with respect to an achieved clock period and runtime. ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Fig. 5. Area increase when all candidate gates are upsized (All candidate gates), gates with functional failures are removed from gate library (Reduced), and our proposed method (Proposed). Values are normalized to when all candidate gates are upsized.



Fig. 6. Dual-mode gate-sizing algorithm.



3.1. Sizing Algorithm



Our proposed gate-sizing algorithm for dual-mode circuits is shown in Figure 6. An input is a netlist synthesized at nominal mode (under a given nominal mode frequency). We iteratively determine the target NTV-mode clock period, PL, through binary search (L2–L14). For this purpose, a minimum and maximum clock period (PL,min and PL,max ) are initialized to 0 and critical path delay DL,max , respectively, and PL is set to median value of the two (L1). We perform static timing analysis (STA) at both nominal and NTV modes (L3) and create a set of gate sizing candidates (L4), in which each candidate is a pair of gates and its target size. Candidate gates are the gates on a slack continuous path1 , whose sink is one of primary outputs and whose slack is negative. We also include fan-out gates of the candidates because downsizing them may speed up the candidates by decreasing input capacitance (see Figure 7). Either upsizing or downsizing is performed for each candidate gate (at each sizing action); only downsizing is performed for direct fan-out gates. 1 Continuous



timing path of gates with identical slack.
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Fig. 7. Example circuit for which gate-sizing candidate gates are colored gray. The numbers represent the nominal-mode slack/NTV-mode slack of each net. The NOR2, INV, and AND2 gates are on the slack continuous path; the NAND2 gate is a fan-out of the gate-sizing candidate, NOR2.



A sensitivity s is defined for each sizing candidate (L5): s=



TNS L TNS H + , PH PL



(1)



where H and L represent nominal mode and NTV mode, respectively; TNS is the total negative slack (TNS) change, where TNS is the sum of negative slack (NS) of primary outputs2 ; and P is the clock period. We perform gate sizing one-by-one starting with the maximum sensitivity candidate, cmax (L7). We divide TNS by P to consider the relative size of each mode’s TNS. After each gate sizing, the sensitivity of the remaining sizing candidates needs to be updated. This, in theory, requires STA at both modes; we instead keep the sensitivity calculated at L5 for the sake of runtime. Sensitivity is stored using slack data tables, which contain the negative slack change (NS) of each primary output for each gate sizing candidate. The NS of each primary output is measured when calculating sensitivity at L5 and are summed to obtain the TNS. We use an incremental STA to obtain the NS of each primary output. Figure 8 shows an example circuit and slack data tables of primary outputs P O1 and P O2 . Each row of the table represents a gate-sizing candidate and each column represents a mode. The value at which row i and column j meet is the NS at mode j when gate-sizing candidate ci is applied. For example, if we change the size of gate g2 from X2 to X3, the negative slack of primary output P O1 would decrease by 1 at nominal mode and 2 at NTV mode. The TNS of the gate-sizing candidate is the sum of the corresponding NS values in the slack data table of each primary output. We store the NS instead of the TNS to consider the remaining negative slack of each primary output. After each gate sizing, we estimate the negative slack of each primary output (L9–L10). If the negative slack of primary output is zero at both modes, we update the TNS and sensitivity without STA by deleting the primary output’s slack data table (L12). For a gate-sizing candidate, there are cases that our estimated NS is different from the actual NS obtained from STA. This occurs when timing updates change the slack continuous path. When this happens, the gate-sizing candidate gate cannot improve the negative slack of the primary output. However, the candidate gate still has negative slack, which will need to be removed to achieve zero negative slack. Thus, our NS estimation is valid to obtain the solution. Sensitivity is recalculated only when 2 If



three primary outputs have slack of −2, +1, and −3, TNS = −5.
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Fig. 8. Example circuit which is used in presenting TNS estimation of each mode. If we increase the size of gate g1 from X1 to X2, the nominal mode negative slack of primary output P O1 would decrease by 1, and the NTV mode negative slack of P O1 would decrease by 3. TNS is 2 (1 + 1) at nominal mode and 3 (3 + 0) at NTV mode.



estimated TNS of both modes reach zero or no positive sensitivity candidates remain (L6). When the sizing iteration ends, we update PL, PL,min, and PL,max if necessary (L14). If the TNS is zero at both modes, we reduce PL to be (DL,max + PL,min)/2 and PL,max is set as DL,max . We also save the netlist to be used afterwards. If no candidates with positive sensitivity exist, PL is increased to be (PL,max + PL)/2 and PL,min is set as PL. If the TNS is zero at the nominal mode, the circuit has no timing violation until PL is DL,max , which is why we reduce PL,max to be DL,max . To prevent unnecessary sizing of gates, we revert the netlist to the previously saved netlist. We continue the sizing iteration until PL,max and PL,min converge (L2). Since our algorithm greedily selects a gate-sizing candidate according to the sensitivity, the result can be stuck in a local minimum. To escape from the suboptimal result, we employ large-step Markov chains [Martin et al. 1991]. Large-step Markov chain optimization iteratively performs solution perturbations, or “kicks,” followed by local greedy optimizations to obtain a solution near the global optimum. In our gate-sizing optimization, when the solution is stuck in a local minimum, we perturb the solution and perform the optimization again. We implement large-step Markov chains before PL is increased (L13). This is when the gate-sizing solution reaches a local optimum and has negative slack, that is, no gate-sizing candidates with a positive sensitivity. To perturb the solution, we change gate sizing for randomly selected gate candidates that have a negative sensitivity. After the perturbation, we perform our sensitivity-guided greedy sizing algorithm again, and check if the NTV mode clock period improves. If it does, we save the current netlist; if not, we restore the previous netlist. 3.2. Experimental Results



We implement the gate-sizing method in the ABC framework [Berkeley Logic Synthesis and Verification Group 2014] to assess the minimum available clock period in the NTV mode. For 288 gates, we create the timing library used in ABC with SPICE simulations. We modify the timing engine and data structures of ABC so that dual-mode timing analysis can be performed. We also implement incremental timing analysis to improve runtime of our gate-sizing algorithm. Reduction in NTV mode clock period: Table II presents the NTV-mode clock period of various methods, along with area and energy overhead. We use the ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Reduced gate library Comm. multimode Proposed [Pu et al. 2014] Clock Clock Clock Original period Area E EDP period Area E EDP period Area E EDP Benchmark (ns) (Norm.) (%) (%) (Norm.) (Norm.) (%) (%) (Norm.) (Norm.) (%) (%) (Norm.) ac97 ctrl aes core b14 b15 ethernet mem ctrl pci bridge32 s38417 s38584 usb funct vga lcd wb conmax Average



8.8 16.9 17.4 45.1 20.3 51.0 32.3 13.6 10.5 18.2 19.3 32.1



0.94 0.93 0.96 0.90 0.96 1.05 0.85 0.96 0.92 1.01 0.95 0.98



5.9 1.0 5.4 1.3 13.7 0.7 2.5 10.4 4.1 9.5 15.5 10.1



4.8 24.2 19.6 1.9 2.2 10.8 8.9 29.2 2.4 12.2 4.1 5.4



0.99 1.16 1.15 0.92 0.98 1.16 0.93 1.24 0.94 1.13 0.99 1.03



0.70 0.81 0.89 0.65 0.85 0.86 0.63 0.79 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.69



1.4 0.9 4.4 0.6 3.2 2.7 3.9 0.4 2.9 1.2 1.9 7.9



3.7 1.1 6.7 5.7 1.7 2.9 7.2 2.2 1.3 0.7 2.5 5.6



0.73 0.82 0.95 0.69 0.86 0.88 0.68 0.81 0.83 0.85 0.88 0.73



0.64 0.82 0.82 0.73 0.90 0.73 0.69 0.77 0.73 0.72 0.92 0.62



9.5 5.2 4.8 4.3 0.6 1.0 4.4 0.8 3.9 2.9 5.1 7.3



11.2 1.7 5.4 2.5 1.2 1.1 2.7 2.1 2.3 0.9 4.4 8.1



0.71 0.83 0.86 0.75 0.91 0.74 0.71 0.79 0.75 0.73 0.96 0.67



0.95



6.7



10.5



1.05



0.78



2.6



3.4



0.81



0.76



4.2



3.6



0.78



12 benchmark circuits listed in Table I. The second column (Original) lists the NTVmode clock period of the original circuit that is optimized at the nominal mode without any action for NTV-mode clock period optimization; the clock period of the other methods are normalized to the original clock period. Although the nominal-mode clock period could also be changed to improve the NTV-mode clock period further, we set it identical to the original circuit so that the nominal-mode operation does not worsen. The method using the reduced-gate library is implemented as described in Pu et al. [2014]. For each library cell, the average gate-delay degradation factor, which is the NTV-mode delay divided by the nominal-mode delay, is calculated; the cells are sorted by the value of this factor and the top 10% of cells are dropped from a library. This method reduces the NTV-mode clock period by 5%, on average, as shown in the third column of Table II, with a 6.7% area overhead (Area) and 10.5% energy overhead (E). We present energy consumption instead of power consumption since power consumption varies according to clock period. We obtain energy consumption by using a fast SPICE simulator [Synopsys 2013a] and applying 100 random input patterns. Note that mem_ctrl and usb_funct became slower, which shows that this method cannot guarantee clock-period improvement. In the seventh column (Comm. multimode), we list the NTV-mode clock period after multiple-mode optimization using a commercial tool. Since we need to designate the target NTV-mode clock period to perform multiple-mode optimization, we use a method similar to the binary search performed in our gate-sizing approach. After the circuit optimization, we check the timing slack at each mode to determine whether to reduce the target NTV-mode clock period or discard the optimized circuit. From the results, multiple-mode optimization reduces the NTV-mode clock period by 22%, on average, with a 2.6% area overhead and 3.4% energy overhead. The result of proposed gate sizing is shown in Column 11; the clock period is reduced by 24%, on average, with a 4.2% area overhead and 3.6% energy overhead3 . The reported NTV-mode clock period was obtained by performing timing analysis using a 3 Circuits



with a large reduction of NTV mode clock period (ac97_ctrl, wb_conmax) tend to have a large area and energy overhead.
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Fig. 9. Cumulative slack histogram of ac97_ctrl, aes_core, and ethernet at NTV mode. Slack is normalized to the clock period.



commercial timing engine on the resulting netlist. Circuit ac97_ctrl (36% reduction) and wb_ conmax (38% reduction) benefits most. Figure 9 shows the cumulative slack histograms of the original circuit at NTV mode for three test circuits, aes_core, ethernet, and ac97_ctrl. The x-axis denotes the normalized slack to the clock period. For example, 65% of the gates in circuit aes_core have NTV-mode slack that is smaller than 25% of the clock period. Circuit ac97_ctrl has many gates with a large positive slack; thus, reducing the clock period causes a small amount of TNS, which can be easily compensated by gate sizing. In aes_core, on the contrary, there are substantial amounts of gates with a small positive slack, which causes a large TNS when the clock period decreases. In ethernet, although many gates have a large positive slack similar with ac97_ctrl, they cannot be used in gate sizing because the circuit has a small positive slack at the nominal mode. Among the top 100 critical outputs of the NTV mode, 68 outputs are also in the top 100 critical outputs of the nominal mode. These explain why aes_core and ethernet have small NTV-mode clock-period reduction (18% and 10%, respectively). Columns 6, 10, and 14 of Table II present the NTV-mode energy-delay product of each method. These values are normalized to the energy-delay product of the original circuit. The energy-delay product increases, on average, by 5% for the method using the reduced gate library. Although the energy-delay product decreases for some circuits, the large energy overhead results in overall energy-delay product increase. The energydelay product is reduced, on average, by 22% for the proposed gate sizing. Runtime: Runtime of the proposed method is shown in Table III. The runtime includes the time needed to synthesize the original circuit. Compared with the commercial multiple-mode optimization method (Column 3), we achieve, on average, 13.1× runtime improvements. We acknowledge that a smarter search algorithm than binary search would result in faster convergence, thus shorter runtimes. However, this will not change the results of the NTV-mode clock period, and we also use binary search during our gate-sizing optimization. Runtime of our gate-sizing algorithm depends on the size of the circuit and the number of candidate gates, which consist of the gates on the slack continuous path and have negative slack along with direct fan-out gates. In b14, the portion of candidate gates turns out to be 31%, while it is only 15%, on average, over the other circuits, which is the reason for a particularly long runtime. Comparison to ILP and branch-and-bound: To assess suboptimality of our gatesizing method, we formulate the gate-sizing problem as an integer linear programming (ILP) and obtain the optimal solution for small test circuits. We assign a Boolean variable (xi j ) to be 1 when a gate (i) uses a particular gate size ( j) and use a commercial ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Reduced gate library



Comm. multimode



Proposed



ac97 ctrl aes core b14 b15 ethernet mem ctrl pci bridge32 s38417 s38584 usb funct vga lcd wb conmax



23 54 90 23 181 25 50 32 19 28 298 83



474 1424 820 925 4416 632 1362 905 654 543 6884 1799



33 155 237 31 347 51 97 68 26 47 1131 332



Average



76



1736



213



solver [Gurobi Optimization 2015]. We formulate the gate-sizing problem for dual-mode circuits as follows: Minimize Subject to



PL 



xi j = 1,



j



AT H,i ≤ PH , ATL,i ≤ PL,  AT H,i ≥ AT H, f anin + xi j DH,i j + ATL,i ≥ ATL, f anin +











xi j kl DH,i j kl ,



(2)



k∈Fanout



xi j DL,i j +







xi j kl DL,i j kl ,



k∈Fanout



xi j ≥ xi j kl , xkl ≥ xi j kl , xi j + xkl − 1 ≤ xi j kl , where AT H,i is nominal-mode arrival time at the output of gate i, DH,i j is the nominalmode intrinsic delay of gate i when i is size j, xi j kl is 1 when gate i is size j and gate k is size l, and DH,i j kl is the nominal-mode delay portion of gate i when gate i is size j and gate k is size l. In the ILP formulation, PH is the nominal-mode clock period of the original circuit. For simplicity, we leave out the output transition type (rising or falling) and the timing sense (positive or negative unate) when stating Equation (2). There is a separate constraint at each gate for rising and falling output transitions. We also consider if each gate is an inverting or a noninverting gate. The suboptimality Pprop/Popt is presented in Figure 10, where Popt is an optimal NTV-mode clock period and Pprop is a clock period obtained using the proposed method. Because of runtime, we could only find the optimal solution for small (under 100 gates) test circuits. We also use a method introduced in Gupta et al. [2010] that creates circuits with specific structures (star and mesh) that are problematic for gate-sizing heuristics. A star circuit, along with mesh circuits with different numbers of fan-ins and fan-outs per gate (noted as 2-mesh, 3-mesh, and 4-mesh), has been created. We show the structure of the star and 2-mesh test circuit in Figure 10. We use INV and NAND gates to create the actual circuits. For example, the 2-mesh circuit in Figure 10 consists of 5 INV and 4 NAND2 gates. For the test circuits, the average Pprop/Popt is 1.03. Results show that Pprop/Popt increases for mesh circuits with higher numbers of ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Pprop /Popt of test circuits. We also present the structure of the star and 2-mesh test circuit used.



Fig. 11.



Pprop /Dcrit of test circuits.



fan-ins and fan-outs. This is because we calculate sensitivity on each primary output, but not on each timing path. For benchmark circuits in Table II, we cannot find the optimal NTV-mode clock period because of runtime. We instead use a branch-and-bound method to find the optimal gate-sizing solution considering transition time for the most timing-critical path. We initially minimize the size of all other gates to reduce the delay of the most timingcritical path. We then apply the gate sizing from the primary input to the primary output of the critical path. At each gate, partial solutions are created for each gate size, then parsed if they are inferior to other partial solutions. We remove the partial solutions when they have a larger arrival time, a larger output transition time, and a smaller gate size when compared to other partial solutions. Since the size of the fan-out gate on the critical path is not yet determined, we need to find the arrival time and output transition time for all possible fan-out candidates. We continue this process until we reach the primary output, then select the solution with the minimum delay. We display Pprop/Dcrit of each benchmark circuit in Figure 11, where Dcrit is the minimum NTV-mode delay of the timing-critical path found using the branch-andbound method. The average Pprop/Dcrit is 1.08; circuit b15 has the largest Pprop/Dcrit of 1.15. One reason for the large Pprop/Dcrit is that Dcrit is obtained from the most timingcritical path. In the benchmark circuits, however, the most timing-critical path may be connected to other timing critical primary outputs that constrain the delay reduction. Another reason is that we set all noncritical path gates to the minimum size for finding Dcrit , which will reduce a load-dependent delay compared to Pprop. ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Fig. 12. Clock arrival time of ac97_ctrl at nominal mode and NTV mode.



Fig. 13. Junction capacitance and gate-input capacitance of an inverter at nominal and NTV mode.



4. CLOCK-TREE OPTIMIZATION



Conventional clock-tree synthesis minimizes clock skew for a single-mode constraint. As a result, the clock tree optimized at nominal mode can have a large clock skew at NTV mode. Figure 12 shows the correlations of clock arrival time between the nominal and NTV mode; the x-axis corresponds to clock arrival time (at nominal voltage) of all clock sinks of circuit ac97_ctrl, and the y-axis shows the corresponding clock arrival time at NTV. Clock skew at nominal mode is small, 30ps, since clock-tree synthesis (CTS) has been performed at that voltage; NTV, however, is associated with a quite substantial amount of skew, 228ps. Furthermore, the clock sinks with the same clock arrival time at nominal mode (e.g., 275ps) may have significantly different clock arrival times at NTV mode (e.g., 177ps; see the red line in Figure 12). Therefore, standard CTS should be refined to account for NTV mode skew. Gate capacitance consists of junction capacitance and gate input capacitance. Figure 13 shows the two capacitances of an inverter at nominal and NTV mode. Junction capacitance at NTV is larger than that in nominal mode by 17%, since junction capacitance derives from reverse-biased p-n junction. Gate input capacitance, on the other hand, decreases by 38%, because the capacitance change (from nominal to NTV) is affected by the decrease in charge due to a weak inversion region operation and channel pinch off at the MOSFET saturation region [Nose et al. 2000]. ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Fig. 14. NTV-mode delay divided by nominal-mode delay for an inverter when the load-dependent delay ratio is varied. Delay is measured for 4 inverter sizes (X1, X2, X3, X6).



Fig. 15. NTV-mode clock skew versus σ of the load-dependent delay ratio.



Intrinsic gate delay is determined by junction capacitance, and load-dependent gate delay is determined by gate-input capacitance as well as wire capacitance. Assume that there are two clock paths that have equal delay (at nominal mode) but a different proportion of load-dependent delay. Figure 13 suggests that the two paths will have a substantially different delay at NTV, which will cause a large clock skew. Figure 14 plots the NTV mode delay divided by nominal mode delay for an inverter when the load-dependent delay ratio is varied4 . Figure 14 suggests that the load-dependent delay ratio is a deciding factor of how much delay will increase at NTV mode compared to nominal -mode delay. This trend is consistent even when inverter sizes change (from X1 to X6). Since the clock path consists of inverters that follow the trend, if we can set the load-dependent delay ratios of two clock paths to be similar, they will have similar NTV-mode delay/nominal-mode delay ratios. Figure 15 plots the relation between the standard deviation of the load-dependent delay ratio distribution at nominal mode (x-axis) and NTV-mode clock skew (y-axis) for benchmark circuits that are listed in Table IV. Clock trees have been synthesized at nominal mode. The circuit name is written next to each data point. We can see that circuits with a high standard deviation of load-dependent delay ratio at nominal mode have a high NTV-mode clock skew. However, this is not always the case, as the clock 4 Load-dependent



delay divided by total delay.
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Fig. 16. NTV-mode clock skew (divided by nominal-mode skew) and σ of the load-dependent delay ratio for pci_bridge32 with various nominal-mode clock skews.



Fig. 17. (a) Clock tree with two sinks (FF1 , FF2 ) with different load-dependent delay ratios, (b) wire snaking after g2 to increase the F F2 load-dependent delay ratio, and (c) inserting buffer g1 in front of g1 to decrease the FF1 load-dependent delay ratio.



skew of the nominal mode also affects the NTV-mode clock skew, which is why vga_lcd has a large NTV-mode clock skew even with a relatively small standard deviation. In Figure 16, we analyze the relation between the clock skew at nominal mode and distribution of the load-dependent delay ratio values for pci_bridge32. We have changed the clock tree by varying the clock-skew target. As the target skew is set to be smaller, the clock tree increasingly deviates from a balanced clock tree, which results in a wider delay ratio distribution. We also plot the NTV-mode clock skew divided by the nominalmode clock skew. Because of the wider delay ratio distribution, the relative size of the NTV-mode clock skew increases. 4.1. Load-Delay Balancing Problem



The load-dependent delay ratio of a clock path, which we calculate using load-dependent delay and total delay from the clock source to a clock sink, is set as X. X is given by dload , (3) d where d is the delay from the clock source to clock sink, and dload is the load-dependent delay of d. Note that d and dload are both nominal-mode delay. The goal of this problem is to adjust Xs of a clock tree synthesized at nominal mode in a way that all Xs become equal to each other. If all Xs are identical, NTV-mode delay would be directly proportional to nominal-mode delay. Therefore, nominal-mode clock skew must also be small, which is why we set a nominal-mode clock skew constraint. We have two options to handle X: increasing it by wire snaking and decreasing it by buffer insertion. Since these operations may affect the other clock paths as well, the location where the option is applied should be carefully chosen. The two options are illustrated in Figure 17. At the beginning, two clock sinks (FF1 and FF2 ) have X=
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Fig. 18. Buffer insertion procedure.



different X (Figure 17(a)). One simple solution is to extend wire in between g2 and FF2 (Figure 17(b)). This option does not disturb X of another path. Other possible solution is to insert buffer g1 in front of g1 , but this disturbs X of another path due to increase of g0 ’s load capacitance (Figure 17(c)). In this case, we adjust the location of g1 in such a way that g0 ’s load capacitance does not change. These two options allow one to adjust X one by one. An input of this problem is a clock tree synthesized at nominal mode. Our load-delay balancing approach starts from all clock sinks; we adjust X of each clock sink, and move up with adjusting X until a clock source is reached. Particularly, for clock sinks that have a common clock path, X and delay of the clock paths after the common clock path must be identical for a zero load delay difference. This is because modifications to the common path will change delay to both clock sinks. At each clock buffer (e.g., g0 in Figure 17(a)), we first pick a fan-out gate, whose X is most apart from Xavg , which is average X of all clock sinks. For clock buffers, we define X as the average X of flip-flops in a fan-out cone of the buffer. We check whether X is larger or smaller than Xavg . When X is smaller than Xavg , we apply wire snaking, as shown in Figure 17(b), in which the amount of extra load delay (dload) is derived as follows: Xtarget , which is the X after wire snaking is applied, can be written by Xtarget =



dload + dload , d + dload



(4)



where dload is an increment of dload by wire snaking. Combining Equations (3) and (4) and rearranging for dload, we get that dload = d ×



Xtarget − X . 1 − Xtarget



(5)



Xtarget is set as the smallest X among other fan-out gates Xs and Xavg . When the X is larger than Xavg , we apply buffer insertion, as shown in Figure 17(c). The detailed procedure to insert a buffer in front of gate gi is shown in Figure 18. We increase X of gate gi (Xi ) to Xtarget , which is set as the largest X among other fan-out gates Xs and Xavg . We start by inserting a minimum size buffer gi in front of gi (L1). We check if Xi is larger than Xtarget (L3), and increase the size of the buffer if possible (L4–L7). There are two cases in which we cannot increase the buffer size (L4): when gi is already maximum size and when increasing the size of gi would increase the load capacitance of the fan-in buffer. After Xi is smaller than Xtarget , we fine-tune Xi by applying wire snaking on the input net of gi (L8). We modify X until it becomes closer to Xavg compared to Xs of other fan-out gates. This process is continued until all fan-out buffers have identical X or no fan-out buffers can be further optimized. We start optimizing each clock buffer when all of its fan-out ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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ac97 ctrl aes core b14 b15 ethernet mem ctrl pci bridge32 s38417 s38584 usb funct vga lcd wb conmax



2197 530 215 417 10535 1051 3313 1462 1166 1727 17051 770



Average



Original (ps)



Proposed



Comm. multimode



Comm. multimode + Proposed



228 245 188 266 407 623 586 221 301 262 630 596



0.88 0.58 0.97 0.72 1.00 0.94 0.79 0.92 0.93 1.00 0.88 0.89



1.22 1.16 1.29 1.14 0.87 0.46 0.62 1.01 0.97 1.24 1.02 0.61



1.08 1.07 1.27 0.78 0.87 0.43 0.62 0.90 0.97 1.49 1.02 0.61



0.87



0.96



0.92



gates cannot be further optimized. During this process, nominal-mode clock skew is checked to prevent degradation of nominal-mode skew. We allow wire snaking and buffer insertion only when it does not increase nominal-mode skew to be larger than the skew of the original clock tree. Since we maintain the nominal-mode skew, we can reduce NTV mode skew by equalizing the NTV delay/nominal delay ratio of clock sinks. 4.2. Experimental Results



Reduction in NTV mode skew: We demonstrate our method for clock trees of benchmark circuits, which have been synthesized at nominal mode using a commercial tool [Synopsys 2013c]. Our clock-tree optimization is implemented using Tcl script. For wire snaking and buffer insertion, we utilize the commercial tool’s commands. For gate intrinsic delay, we measure the delay of gate with an identical transition time and zero load capacitance. All optimization is performed at nominal mode, and NTV mode is only used when measuring skew. NTV-mode clock skew is compared in Table IV. The Original column represents NTVmode clock skew for a clock tree that is not refined. The Proposed column represents NTV-mode clock skew that is refined by our method, in which clock skew is shown in a ratio of the original clock skew. We reduce the NTV-mode clock skew by 13%, on average. As we are limited by the clock skew of the nominal mode, we cannot match all clock paths to have identical X. Therefore, even though we reduce X difference, this does not always reduce the NTV-mode clock skew, which is why b14, ethernet, and usb_funct have little or zero improvement in NTV-mode clock skew. From the additional wire and buffers, the clock-tree capacitance has increased by 2.5%, on average. The power consumption of the clock tree increases corresponding to the increase in clock-tree capacitance. However, the total power increases slightly (on average, by 2.0%), as our method needs a smaller number of hold violation fix buffers. In Figure 19, we present how the distribution of load-dependent delay ratio changes when our proposed method is applied. The white bars and gray bars represent the distribution of the load-dependent delay ratio before and after optimization, respectively. Area of hold buffers: Since clock skew improvement can reduce the buffers inserted to fix hold violations, we also measure the area of inserted buffers to fix hold violations. We first insert hold buffers in nominal mode, then in NTV mode. Figure 20 plots the area increase from the hold buffer insertion before (white bars) and after (gray bars) ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Fig. 19. Distribution of load-dependent delay ratio: before and after our method is applied to aes_core.



Fig. 20. Area increase after buffer insertion to remove hold violations: before and after our method is applied.



applying our proposed method. After applying our optimization, the area increase is reduced from 2.2% to 1.5%, on average. In some cases, the area of hold fix buffers is reduced even though NTV-mode clock skew is not improved. Clock skew measures only maximum difference of arrival times at clock sinks (regardless of timing paths), and it does not represent how much the arrival time distribution changes, whereas the hold buffer insertion depends on the clock arrival time differences of launching and capturing flip-flops. Therefore, if we reduce the clock arrival time differences between flip-flops, less buffers will be needed to fix hold violations. Application of commercial multimode CTS: We compare the clock-tree optimization results with a commercial tool that supports a multiple-mode clock-tree synthesis. We also attempt to improve the CTS results from the commercial tool by applying our optimization method. Results from the multiple-mode clock-tree synthesis are shown in Columns 5 and 6 of Table IV. The NTV-mode clock skew after the commercial multiple-mode optimization is listed in Column 5 (Comm. multimode). In some cases, the NTV-mode clock skew is larger when compared to clock-tree synthesis performed at nominal mode. The average NTV-mode clock skew decreases by 4%. We apply our optimization method on clock trees that have been created using multiple-mode clock-tree ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Fig. 21. NTV-mode clock period after gate sizing and clock-tree synthesis of circuits optimized at nominal mode (Original), circuits optimized using a commercial multiple-mode optimization and multiple-mode clocktree synthesis (Comm. multimode), and circuits in which dual-mode gate sizing and clock-tree optimization are performed (Proposed).



synthesis and present the results in Column 6 (Comm. multimode + Proposed). We reduce the clock skew by 4%, on average. Combined gate sizing and clock-tree optimization: NTV-mode clock period after gate sizing and clock-tree optimization is presented. We compare results with designs that are only optimized at nominal mode. Figure 21 shows the combined results from the gate sizing and clock-tree optimization. The gray bars represent NTV-mode clock period of designs that are optimized only at nominal mode (Original). The black bars represent NTV-mode clock period after commercial multiple-mode optimization and multiple-mode clock-tree synthesis is performed (Comm. multimode), which reduces NTV-mode clock period by 21%, on average. The white bars represent NTV-mode clock period after dual-mode gate sizing and dual-mode clock-tree optimization is performed (Proposed). We reduce NTV mode clock period by 24%, on average. For most circuits, NTV-mode clock period is relatively large compared to NTV-mode clock skew. Thus, although we were able to reduce NTV-mode clock skew by 13%, on average, clock-skew reduction does not have a huge impact on the NTV-mode clock period. Figure 22 shows the energy per clock cycle and critical path delay with various supply voltages for circuits ac97_ctrl and aes_core. The gray points represent the supply voltages between the nominal (0.9V) and NTV mode (0.5V). We estimate the delay at each supply voltage by measuring the delay of the critical path using SPICE simulations. For the original circuits, energy consumption is 74% (ac97_ctrl) and 78% (aes_core) smaller at NTV mode compared with nominal mode. Figure 23 shows the energy-delay product of circuits ac97_ctrl and aes_core. We are able to reduce the energy-delay product by 31% (ac97_ctrl) and 15% (aes_core) at NTV mode. The energy-delay product at nominal mode increases by 11% (ac97_ctrl) and 2% (aes_core). We compare the NTV-mode clock period and energy consumption after applying each method in Table V. Since the synthesis tool does not use the redesigned cells, which are inferior to the original cells at nominal mode, we could not find the impact of redesigned cells to the NVT-mode clock-period improvement. To obtain the contribution of the redesigned cells only, we have performed the gate sizing with and without the redesigned cells, and get the difference of the two cases. The standard-cell library for dual-mode circuits reduces NTV-mode clock period by 2.9%, on average, with a 0.4% energy overhead. Both of our cell optimization methods (transistor sizing, stack removal) can improve the NTV-mode delay. Transistor sizing reduces the NTV-mode delay with a relatively small penalty (nominal-mode delay ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Fig. 22. Energy per clock cycle and critical path delay with various supply voltages for (a) ac97_ctrl and (b) aes_core. The dots represent the original circuit and the rectangles represent dual-mode gate sizing and dual-mode clock-tree optimization.



Fig. 23. Energy-delay product with various supply voltages for (a) ac97_ctrl and (b) aes_core. The dots represent the original circuit and the rectangles represent dual-mode gate sizing and dual-mode clock-tree optimization.



increase). Although stack removal can reduce the NTV-mode delay, leakage power and area overheads are substantial. Dual-mode gate sizing improves the NTV-mode clock period greatly (average 20.9%), while requiring an increased cell area and power consumption compared to original circuits. Since the nominal mode power is also increased, the energy per clock cycle increases at nominal mode by 2.4%, on average, as shown in Figure 22. The advantage of our dual-mode clock-tree optimization is that it is relativity easy to implement in a pre-existing single-mode clock-tree synthesis flow. This does not require an NTV-mode timing library, as it performs optimization at nominal mode. However, our dual-mode clock-tree optimization is limited by the nominal-mode clock skew, as our optimization should not worsen it. Therefore, we are able to reduce the NTV-mode clock period by only 0.2%, on average. We present the NTV-mode energy-delay product after gate sizing and clock tree optimization in the last column of Table V (EDP). The values are normalized to the energy-delay product of the original circuit. Overall, we are able to reduce NTV-mode energy-delay product by 20%, on average. ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 51, Pub. date: May 2016.
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Table V. NTV-Mode Clock Period and Energy Consumption Comparison of Cell Optimization (Cell Opt.), DualMode Gate Sizing (Gate Sizing), Dual-Mode Clock-Tree Optimization (Clock Tree), and Applying all Three Methods (Combined) (Normalized to Original Clock Period) Along with NTV-Mode Energy-Delay Product after Applying all Three Methods (EDP) Benchmark



Original (ns)



ac97 ctrl aes core b14 b15 ethernet mem ctrl pci bridge32 s38417 s38584 usb funct vga lcd wb conmax



9.0 17.1 17.6 45.4 20.7 51.6 32.9 13.8 10.8 18.5 19.9 32.7



Average



Cell opt. Clock Energy



Gate sizing Clock Energy



Clock tree Clock Energy



Clock



Combined Energy EDP



0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.87 0.87 1.00 0.97



1.01 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00



0.66 0.82 0.82 0.73 0.91 0.74 0.71 0.80 0.87 0.85 0.92 0.65



1.06 1.01 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.06



1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00



1.02 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01



0.65 0.82 0.82 0.73 0.90 0.73 0.69 0.77 0.74 0.72 0.92 0.62



1.09 1.03 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.03 1.08



0.71 0.84 0.87 0.76 0.94 0.75 0.72 0.81 0.76 0.73 0.95 0.67



0.97



1.00



0.79



1.02



1.00



1.02



0.76



1.04



0.80



5. CONCLUSION



A dual-mode circuit is a circuit that has two operating modes: a default highperformance mode at nominal voltage and a secondary low-performance near-threshold voltage (NTV) mode. We have presented solutions for dual-mode circuits to minimize performance loss at the NTV mode. The three optimization techniques can be applied independently to dual-mode circuits. We first propose a standard cell library for dual-mode circuits. Some cells that are particularly slow in NTV mode are optimized through transistor sizing and stack removal; the SNM of each gate is extracted and appended in a library so that function failures can be checked and removed during synthesis. Gate sizing was performed to minimize negative slack at both modes. Clock-tree synthesis was reformulated to minimize clock skew at both modes by balancing the load-dependent delay of clock paths as well as clock path delays. In the circuits that we tested, the NTV-mode clock period has been reduced by 24%, on average, by gate sizing and NTVmode clock skew has been reduced by 13%, on average, by clock-tree optimization. After the gate sizing and clock-tree optimization, NTV-mode energy-delay product has been reduced by 20%, on average. REFERENCES Berkeley Logic Synthesis and Verification Group. 2014. ABC: a system for sequential synthesis and verification. Retrieved March 25, 2016 from http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/∼alanmi/abc/. Release 140728. R. Deokar and V. Patwardhan. 2015. How to Achieve Optimal PPA and Up to 10X TAT Gain in Your Next Digital Design Implementation. White paper. Cadence Design Systems. San Jose. P. Gupta, A. Kahng, A. Kasibhatla, and P. Sharma. 2010. Eyecharts: Constructive benchmarking of gate sizing heuristics. In Proceedings of the Design Automation Conference. 597–602. Gurobi Optimization, Inc. 2015. Gurobi Optimizer Reference Manual. Gurobi Optimization. Houston. M. Horowitz, T. Indermaur, and R. Gonzalez. 1994. Low-power digital design. In Proceedings of the IEEE Symposium on Low Power Electronics. 8–11. N. Ickes, G. Gammie, M. Sinangil, R. Rithe, J. Gu, A. Wang, H. Mair, S. Datla, B. Rong, S. Honnavara-Prasad, L. Ho, G. Baldwin, D. Buss, A. Chandrakasan, and U. Ko. 2012. A 28nm 0.6V low power DSP for mobile applications. IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits 47, 1, 35–46. ISCAS89. 1989. ISCAS’89 benchmark home page. Retrieved March 25, 2016 from http://www.cbl.ncsu.edu/ benchmarks/ISCAS89/.
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energy-efficiency gain with 10 times loss in frequency [Kaul et al. 2012]. A practical use of NTV operation is to adopt it as a low-power and low-performance secondary mode in addition to a high-performance nominal mode. For example, for a DSP processor for a digital camera [Seo et al. 2010], a nominal mode corresponds ... 
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